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Figure 1: Situated sketching and enactment activities, 1. in a library, 2. with paper 3. with Ébauche

ABSTRACT
Situated sketching and enactment aim at grounding designs in the spatial, social and cultural practices of a particular place. This is particularly relevant when designing for public places in which human activities are open-ended, multi-faceted, and difficult to anticipate, such as libraries, train stations, or commercial areas. In order to investigate situated sketching and enactment, we developed Ébauche. It enables designers to collaboratively sketch interfaces, distribute them across multiple displays and enact use cases. We present the lessons learned from six situated sketching and enactment workshops on public displays with Ébauche. And we present the results of a controlled study with 8 pairs of designers who used paper and Ébauche. We present the various ways in which participants leveraged the place, and how paper or Ébauche influenced the integration of their designs in the place. Looking at the design outcomes, our results suggest that paper leads to broader exploration of ideas and deeper physical integration in the environment. Whereas Ébauche leads to more refined sketches and more animated enactments.
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INTRODUCTION
The advent of ubiquitous computing challenges interaction design practices. As computing becomes integrated in the environment, designers must consider the places in which they will deploy technology as being integral to the design [8, 14]. Messeter argues that designing for a place must be “grounded on its social, cultural and material conditions but should also account for the dynamics of place that continually change these conditions” [21].

Public displays are one of the most visible signs of ubiquitous computing. They are present in the urban space, in train stations, in hospitals, and office spaces areas to name a few. Institutions such as modern libraries can easily be equipped with dozens if not hundreds of displays. Yet, deciding on the relevance of these displays, their location, and what content to meaningfully show on them is challenging. More broadly, complex socio-technical contexts are difficult to incorporate in designs.

The technological and methodological tooling for designing digital applications has matured over decades. It is less developed when we move away from device-centric applications and towards more distributed digital services such as content for public displays.

This is especially noticeable for tools supporting early explorations of design ideas. Bodystorming [5] and its variants have proven beneficial in exploring in-situ early design ideas through brainstorming and enacting scenarios of use [25].
Such practices are gaining in popularity, but their tooling is still limited to physical props and pen and paper to envision interactive systems. Recent work suggests that static sketching media in a situated context could hinder the exploration of rich interactive and context aware elements [3].

We designed Ébauche to investigate situated digital sketching and enactment practices. Ébauche is a collaborative sketching tool for public displays that supports bodystorming. We iteratively refined it through a series of design workshops in a library context. To identify how the environment shapes design ideas and how paper and digital sketching tools influence sketching and enactments, we conducted a study comparing two design contexts, using Ébauche or paper.

To identify how the environment shapes design ideas an how digital sketching tools influence sketching and enactments, we conducted a study where we compared the use of regular paper-based materials with Ébauche in designing content for public displays.

We found that paper led to broader exploration of ideas, and that it fostered the design of non-screen displays or non-standard form factors, but also deeper physical integration in the environment. Whereas, Ébauche encouraged designers to iterate and refine their design ideas further, but also led to more sophisticated interactive enactments due to its support for simulating basic interactivity.

RELATED WORK
The issue of detachedness in design [31] remains an important design challenge for public displays and more broadly for Ubicomp, i.e., how can designs (and systems) be grounded in the social and cultural practices of a particular place, as well as their physical environment (e.g. [20, 21]). We survey research on techniques to do so, including bodystorming, enactment strategies and sketching.

From body- to embodied storming
Bodystorming covers a number of practices ranging from brainstorming activities in a given place, to more advanced enactment of ideas, with sketches, physical props, or reconfiguration of the surrounding space. Burns et al. can be credited for the term and popularizing the use of bodies and space in the design of digital systems [5]. In their case, brainstorming involved props in a studio, something that was already used in non-digital design practice.

One of the most striking aspect of bodystorming is how it has been used since its inception for multiple purposes: the development of empathy [5, 4], richer creativity through an enactive process [5, 25], more egalitarian contributions of ideas [5], better communication with peers and users [5], or clients [4], and even evaluating designs [4, 24]. Overall design activities happening in-situ over time help create a shared understanding of the context and facilitate the integration of ideas into existing practices [13].

Looking back at four design activities in which bodystorming was used, Oulasvirta et al. [25] observed that being in the place encouraged participants to consider contextual elements in their discussions. They also found that ideas generated during the bodystorming sessions tended to “stick” more after the sessions, and to be more inspiring. But they also remarked that preparing and running bodystorming sessions could be very time consuming, leading them to question the overall value of bodystorming.

Reflecting critically on past bodystorming practice, Schleicher et al. proposed to shift the focus of bodystorming, to its experiential and embodied nature. They argue that the real value is on experiencing the place and setting a “communicative mode of rapidly expressing ideas and proposals” [29]. This relates to the argument made by Márquez Segura et al. who emphasize playfulness and aesthetics in design. They proposed Embodied Sketching [22] as a way to “elicit creative physical engagement”, through three different ways: bodystorming of ideas, which we already discussed, co-designing with users, and sensitizing designers which we both discuss below.

Enactment Strategies
Building upon bodystorming, several strategies have been proposed to explore designs through enactment, ranging from improvisation [9, 10], to actors playing scenes [23, 32]. With Experience Prototyping, Buchenau and Suri [4] developed enactment strategies using improvisation techniques with a professional actor involved as a supervising moderator, with a motivation close to our focus: empathizing and understanding context.

Enactment techniques can also enable design teams to evaluate systems by letting participants stage situations in a speculated setting [24, 2]. Other strategies rely on domain experts staging interactions in an improvised manner [30]. Although it does not anchor the process in the “real” place, it builds upon similar staging practices to focus on the context and the use of prototypes.

Sketching
We are interested in the early design phase, and in the generative exploration of possible designs. Buxton distinguishes sketching and prototyping, with sketching dominating the early stages, and prototypes the later stages [6]. He characterizes sketches as being low cost, timely, produced in large quantity, and being disposable, in comparison to prototypes that are more focused. He notes that the process of sketching and the inherent ambiguities of the created artifacts stimulate creativity and foster the emergence of insights [6].

In collaborative settings, sketching proved to be beneficial. The sketching process itself can be effective at involving participants and generating insights [1]. And it has been used in participatory design contexts to explore new concepts with non-designers [7]. Some research prototypes explored collaborative sketching [33] and how to leverage pen-based interaction for creating prototypes and storyboards that can be tested rapidly [19]. Existing collaborative drawing tools such as Sketchtogether\(^1\) support collaborative sketching, but do not support the enactment / testing of the sketching in-situ. Interactive hand-drawn prototyping tools such as Marvel POP

\(^1\)https://sketchtogether.com
support interactivity, but fail to support the enactment and in-situ deployment of sketches as well.

Sketching has an emphasis on low-tech and throw-away materials. Yet recent work suggests that static media may hinder the exploration of interactive and context-aware design opportunities [3]. Bressa et al. suggest that digital and hardware sketching tools could overcome some of these limits. For instance, the Gambit system [28] explored the ability to draw and visualize sketches on displays of different sizes (tabletop, tablet, smartphone). But Gambit only ran at a room level, and it did not support interactive previews and enactment. We seek to understand how richer sketching and enactment media can support more context sensitive design.

ÉBAUCHE

Based on our experience designing for public displays and previous research, we sought to explore how to better support the early exploration of design ideas for interactive public displays. This led us to create Ébauche, a collaborative sketching tool for situated sketching that supports bodystorming and enactment. Through a series of design workshops, we refined Ébauche, assessing which features were most relevant.

Ébauche features and use

Ébauche is a digital sketching and enactment tool for pervasive displays (see fig. 3). Our initial goals with Ébauche were to: 1) Support collaborative sketching; 2) Enable seamless transfer and display of sketches on surrounding screens; 3) Facilitate enactments building upon the sketches.

With Ébauche, sketches are drawn on tablets and sent to displays that are situated in the environment with a single tap (see fig. 3.2). Designers start by sketching with a stylus in a free-form manner on their tablet (see fig. 3.1). The ink color can be changed via a palette and strokes can be deleted with a touch stroke. Designers can create new sketches (see fig. 3.4), or duplicate an existing ones at any moment (see fig. 3.5). Designers can push a sketch to any target display connected to Ébauche (see fig. 3.6).

In Ébauche, sketching is collaborative and changes made to a sketch are propagated in real-time to all the devices, both to tablets and to situated displays where they have been pushed. This enables collaborative drawing, but also critiques, and last minute refinements while enacting scenarios (see fig. 3.1).

When multiple sketches are pushed to the same target display, they are queued. Touching a display will move to the next sketch in the queue. This enables simulating interactions.

If a sketch has been pushed by mistake to a target display, it can be removed from the display by tapping on a small trash icon. This also enables designers to re-order sketches or rework their scenarios.

Ébauche is a Web application, opening its URL on any device will load the application, in a ready to use set-up. Ébauche is built on VueJS\(^2\) for the UI, and Webstrates [17] for the collaboration.

---

\(^2\)https://vuejs.org (last accessed: July 8th 2019)
orative sketches. We used Codestrates [26] as a development environment.

**A Technology Probe to explore Situated Sketching and Enactment**

We developed Ébauche as a research tool to investigate sketching and enactment practices in situ. We sought to create a simple, flexible, and adaptable tool, retaining the three goals of Technology Probes [15]: “the social science goal of understanding the needs and desires of users in a real-world setting, the engineering goal of field-testing the technology, and the design goal of inspiring users and researchers to think about new technologies.” We iteratively refined Ébauche design in order to understand situated sketching and enactment, not demonstrate its benefits over other forms of bodystorming, enactment strategies, or paper based situated sketching.

We conducted several workshops with Ébauche to field test the technology, reflect and iterate on design choices, and see how it would influence sketching and scenario generation. At a user level, this led us to better understand collaboration, situated sketching workflows, and how contextual elements were considered in the design process. At an engineering level, we identified technical opportunities and related challenges. At a design level we could assess the benefits and drawbacks of Ébauche features, and iterate on their design.

**DESIGN WORKSHOPS WITH ÉBAUCHE**

Over a year, we conducted six design workshops, in which we used various versions of Ébauche. In the workshops we explored the use of pervasive displays in public spaces, primarily in library contexts [11]. They focused on how to convey, and interact with, information about past, present, and upcoming events in public libraries, but also with digital collections in the physical library. The workshops took place in three different libraries, in two European countries. All but one workshop lasted between 1h30 and 2 hours, with approximately 1 hour of situated sketching activity. Authors were involved in all the workshops as organizers and as participants when stated so, the library researchers refer to the same persons. The librarians in workshops 3 and 4 were the same, and different from workshop 2 and 5. The librarians who took part in the workshops did not have significant experience with sketching on tablets, the other participants had some experience.

**Workshop 1** involved two of the authors and two library researchers, in a university library. Four target displays were set up, although only one was used, and participants created six sketches.

**Workshop 2** involved 25 librarians split in six groups (half of them using Ébauche, the others paper). Five screens were set up, three were used and participants created twelve sketches using Ébauche.

**Workshop 3 and 4** involved two of the authors, two library researchers and six librarians. These two workshops were part of a series of six participatory design workshops. They took place in a public library in which it was challenging to set-up large screens, or take-over existing ones. Instead we relied either mobile tablets acting as mock public displays or paper.

During those workshops, 8 sketches were made using Ébauche and 13 using paper.

**Workshop 5** involved the three authors and two HCI researchers, three librarians and two library researchers. They were split in two groups, one using Ébauche, the other using paper. This workshop was split in two sessions. A first session of 1h30 was dedicated to ideation and a second one hour session was dedicated to situated sketching and enactment. This happened in another public library in which it was also challenging to set-up large screens or take-over existing ones. We relied on mobile tablets acting as mock public displays (see fig. 1.1).

**Workshop 6** involved one of the authors and one library researcher. This workshop happened in the same location as workshop 1 and 2, it focused on representing digital collections in the physical space of the library and the visualization of events by leveraging the library space. The set-up consisted in one 27in touch screen and four mobile tablets.

**Lessons learned and design iterations**

We used these workshops to reflect and adjust the design of Ébauche, but also the design process associated to it.

**Iteration 1. Coupling sketching tablets and target displays**

At first, we envisioned Ébauche as being used in close proximity to the displays being sketched for. As designers envisioned scenarios of use, they would go toward a display, which would open on their tablet a sketching area associated to that display, either manually or automatically (e.g. through proximity sensing). They could then start sketching. This workflow and its strong spatial constraint came in the way of participants.

**Lesson 1: Sketch first, broadcast after.** Our first trials showed that people tended to sketch first on tablets, and then only set-up the content on a public display. We hypothesize two reasons: (1) a wish to keep design explorations private until one is satisfied, and (2) the decision to display content on one screen or another is tied to scenarization, which tends to happen after an initial sketching and exploration phase, even when the scenario of use is already broadly defined.

**Iteration 2. Exploring embeddedness**

While running workshops in public libraries during opening hours, it proved difficult to take over existing screens, or reorganize the space. We also noticed the need to explore unconventional display size, shape or location. E.g. content projected on the floor, large banner like displays hanging from the ceiling, etc.

We explored two alternatives that enabled designers to better embed digital sketches in their environment and explore display for factors more freely:

1. We introduced the ability to take and add pictures as a background to sketches, which enabled to embed screens in a variety of ways on the picture (see fig. 4-left).
2. We explored the ability to attach sketches in an augmented reality (AR) fashion to QR codes laid out in the environment. The sketching tablet enabled designers to push sketches to QR codes, like they could do with target displays, an
Lesson 2: Augmentation strategies make it difficult to incorporate sketches in enactments. While both strategies enriched the expressivity of Ébauche, they both presented problems in the enactment phase. It was challenging to enact a scene with the sketches “inside” the tablet (drawn upon an image) or only “virtually” present (with AR).

When sketches only can be viewed on the tablet, either drawn or in AR, the video recording of the enactment becomes more challenging. Participants could not enact any interaction with the content in AR or on a drawn image. In one workshop, participants even forgot about the sketches that were not physically present in space, and skipped the related step in their enactment without noticing. In practice, such a set-up would require more sophisticated video editing such as [18] or a set-up with AR glasses.

Iteration 3. Leveraging digital benefits
In the last iteration, we refined Ébauche with improvements to leverage the benefits of digital sketches, and remove some practical hurdles. We introduced the ability:

1. to duplicate sketches,
2. to delete content that had been pushed to a screen, and
3. to simulate interaction by looping through sketches pushed to the same screen.

Lesson 3: sketch duplication and simulating interaction streamlines design exploration and enactment. The three features depart most from what is possible with paper sketches, alongside the ability to draw on a sketches already set-up on a display. These features, were the ones we received most feedback on, and once introduced made the use of Ébauche much more seamless.

SITUATED SKETCHING AND ENACTMENT STUDY
To understand how the sketching medium and the environment influence the ideas, the sketches, and the enactments produced by designers, we conducted a study in two locations using paper or Ébauche. We take inspiration from Jensen’s et al. study of digital remediation of post-its [16], but shift the question to another design activity: sketching and enactment, and analyse the influence of both the tools and the environment on design outcomes.

Pilot studies
We conducted four pilot studies, with four pairs of designers, to explore the impact of study factors on the design process and its outcome. We tested the following factors:

1. Situated vs. non situated design activity. Our initial hypothesis and most work on bodystorming assumes the inherent benefits of being in-situ. However, as we saw in the workshops we conducted, designing in-situ comes with a set of challenges in taking over a space for design activities. We aimed at testing whether it would make sense to compare designing in-situ to designing in a remote space.

In this pilot a pair of designers worked on one scenario in-situ with Ébauche, and on another scenario with Ébauche at a desk in an office, after they visited the space. The main challenge here was defining a study set-up in which the non-situated condition was realistic enough, e.g., visiting the space and only conducting the design activity a week later. This proved difficult to conduct and control for, but could be explored in future research.

2. Ébauche vs. paper. We used Ébauche as a probe to investigate situated sketching and enactment activities. With the four pilot groups we compared a paper-based activity to Ébauche, to identify whether we observed variations (and invariants) in the design process, and in the design outcomes. Preliminary results hinted at paper fostering more variations and breadth in the exploration, whereas Ébauche tended to be more in-depth exploration of a design idea. We also validated that Ébauche could be appropriated quickly without usability issues.

3. Four design scenarios. We sought to identify which design scenarios were most promising to test. The scenarios were set in four different settings: two in a large open space (a small library) and two in smaller spaces (a smart-room and an exhibit space). For each scenario we created a design brief: (1) designing interactive services to convey information about digital collections in a library, (2) to convey information about library events and activities, but also (3) augmenting a smart-room for remote participation, and (4) augmenting an exhibit with relevant digital resources. Two scenarios, the communication about events in the library, and the remote collaboration in a smart-room, were the ones that fit best the space used in the studies, and participants also appropriated the design briefs rapidly on these two topics.

The pilots helped us to identify two scenarios, confirm the relevance of comparing paper and Ébauche, and to focus on situated sketching, leaving out the non-situated condition.

Main study
Based on the pilots insights, we conducted a study to investigate situated sketching and enactment in two situations: a smart-room or a library, with two tools: paper or Ébauche.

Participants
We recruited 16 interaction designers: eight pairs of design students at a masters level (age 20-23) and one pair of profes-
sional designers (age 24 and 28). All had sketching experience and 11 had experience in designing for public displays.

Procedure
The study lasted approximately 1h45. It started with ten minutes of introduction, and a short questionnaire about previous design experience. After the introduction, participants had a five minutes training task with both paper and Ébauche, which consisted of reproducing a UI sketch, placing the sketch either on a wall or on a display, enacting a tap on a button, and capturing this through a photo or video. We answered any questions that arose. Participants were then invited to conduct two situated design tasks, in two different situations. We teamed participants in pairs to reflect a collaborative design session. The order in which participants used the tools and the situations were counterbalanced across the groups.

Each task lasted 30 minutes using either paper or Ébauche, they could not switch tools during a given task. Participants had five minutes to read a design brief and go through design material (a broad scenario, and resources related to previous user-research), they could ask questions to clarify the goals, the procedure, or the expectations. Then participants were invited to generate ideas and sketch together in the space they were in. After 15 minutes we handed them a tablet with the camera application set-up in order to shoot an enactment in the remaining ten minutes. Participants could keep sketching, as long as they recorded the enactment within the time left. In case participants needed extra time to finish shooting the video, we allowed up to three more minutes. Participants had a break before moving to the second task using the tool they did not use already, in the other situation.

Once both tasks were completed, participants filled a second questionnaire focusing on their design process and their experience. They started by presenting the video of their enactment (generally taking 10 minutes) and we followed with a semi-structured interview of 20 to 25 minutes during which we went back to:
1. the design concepts the participants created and how elements from the environment were incorporated,
2. their perception of the design process during the activity, and how did they collaborate.

Tasks and situations
Participants had the task to design collaboratively for two different situations: a library and a smart-room. When Ébauche was used, we set-up in advance three public displays in the environment (see fig. 5 and 6).

The library task consisted of designing public displays that enables patrons to discover the events that happened, are happening or are going to happen in a library. We conducted this task in a university library within a small information science school (see fig. 5 for the set-up and layout).

The smart-room task consisted of designing a system that would allow remote collaborating students to participate in group tasks such as brainstorming, document analysis or preparing a group presentation. We conducted this task in a room dedicated to group work equipped with a whiteboard, modular desks and a 43 inches interactive display (see fig. 6 for the set-up and layout).

Materials
Participants were given a five page leaflet for each task containing: a presentation of the context they have to design for, design goals, a generic user story in the context, and some examples events for T1. Participants were told the design goals and the user story were for inspiration only and they had the possibility to explore other ideas. The enactments were recorded using an iPad.

In the task using paper, we provided participants with A4 and A3 white paper, tape, masking tape, scissors and pens (blue, green, red, black and white).

In the task with Ébauche, each participant was given an iPad with a pen. Three large touchscreens were installed in the environment and two tablets (10in) could be placed at the participants will. The 27in displays had a size close to A3 sheets, while the tablets were similar in size to A4.

Data Collection and analysis
Participants answered a survey before and after the study. The first survey focused on background information, especially about participants’ experience with bodystorming, public display design and, familiarity with sketching with tablets or paper. The final survey focused on participants’ perception of the design process in both activities, the tools and the situation they designed for.

After both tasks were completed, we debriefed participants. They started by presenting the video of their enactment (generally taking 10 minutes) and we followed with a semi-structured interview of 20 to 25 minutes during which we went back to:
1. the design concepts the participants created and how elements from the environment were incorporated,
2. their perception of the design process during the activity, and how did they collaborate.
We collected, reviewed and analyzed the video enactments and the debrief interviews. The first author analyzed and coded them in order to identify and quantify key elements in the design concepts such as the interactions enacted, the number of states of screens, the use of contextual elements, etc. To clarify participants’ motivations or the influence of environmental factors, we went back to the video recordings of the design activity, which we recorded using two wide angle action cameras.

Limitations
Participants could have benefited from more time to explore the space, and to explore ideas. However, all the participants were used to generating designs under time constraints and they managed to produce one enactment or more per situation.

We could not control for the presence and influence of external people in the library, we discuss their (lack of) influence in the results. This may be due to the late afternoon time slot that we used for the study, which was relatively quiet.

RESULTS
In the following, a sketch refers to a drawing on a tablet or on paper. A design idea refers to one or many sketches centered on one idea, device, or screen. And a scenario refers to several design ideas chained together to illustrate a use case.

The participants enacted 25 scenarios in total (mean=1.6, sd=0.9) per situation (table 1). The video enactments lasted from a few seconds to three minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Sketches</th>
<th># Design Ideas</th>
<th># Scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ébauche</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Ébauche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (per group)</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sketches, ideas and scenarios created

Exploring the space
Considering the space in the design
Before starting to sketch, all the groups explored their surroundings. In the large open space of the library they moved around to explore the space, whereas in the smart-room they could orient themselves at a glance.

In both situations, participants explored more ways to take advantage of their surroundings with paper. 25 environmental features leveraged (mean=3.1, sd=1.2), against 17 using Ébauche (mean=2.1, sd=1.3). Environmental features include structural features such as a wall, permanent furniture such as shelves, and more movable objects like screens, books and lamps. Overall, participants felt it was easier to leverage environment features using paper than with Ébauche (see fig 7).

The library setting was particularly inspiring for the participants and they focused their attention on environmental features in mostly two places: the entrance (see fig. 1.2 and 1.3), and the collections area. There, they could develop scenarios depicting the arrival of a library user and his wandering through bookshelves.

Unused spaces and devices
Not all spaces were treated equally in the library. The entrance and the collections area inspired most design ideas to the participants, whereas the information desk and the copy and printing space led to only two design ideas. The lounge area with sofas close to the entrance was not used at all by the participants. Out of the seven times participants used screens,
the entrance’s vertical screen was used four times, and the horizontal screen, installed a bit further was never used in the enactments.

Unlike what we observed during the previous workshops and pilots, the tablets we handed to participants as movable/ad-hoc displays were almost not used. They were used twice in the smart-room, and not at all in the library, although our workshops showed that they lend themselves well to integration on shelves. In the smart-room and the library, however, group G and F respectively used their own sketching tablets in the enactment to showcase design ideas.

Map sketches
During the study, in the smart-room situation with Ébauche, group C and G created maps. Those did not represent useful content for enactment, but rather high level ideas to discuss or graphical depiction of the idea integrated in space (e.g. fig. 10). Group C was especially proficient regarding map production and made five different maps. Three of them formed a sequence used to picture the activity of users in space and how they would move during three different steps. The other maps listed devices and users involved in the design idea as well as their placement in the room. We did not observe any instance of this in the previous workshops we conducted.

Maps as well as other intermediate sketches were useful to the thought and discussion process of designers, as stated by group D: “The first thing we did was to draw a diagram […], that was not used after, but we needed it to explain the process.”.

Figure 10: One example of meta sketch from group C

Enactments
Enacting scenarios enables designers to get a better understanding of how their ideas would unfold in practice. Ébauche tended to encourage more complex scenarios and more interactive details.

Use of space in the enactments
The majority of scenarios focused on one place at a time. Leveraging more than one place often meant creating multiple video enactments. Nonetheless, in seven enactments, participants embedded their design ideas in representations of typical user activities of the place, leading them to depict a journey through several places in a same scenario. Group C was particularly proficient in that manner, their three enactments followed the user from her entrance in the library, through multiple places to then pick a book in the end. Groups A and B on the other hand focused only on the entrance, but their scenario involved a screen that would react to the movements of the incoming user by progressively displaying its content.

In the smart-room situation, the constrained space was less inviting to envision rich navigation in space. The two scenarios leveraging space we could observe highlighted how a user shifted between activities by moving around the room.

Interactivity in the enactments
If we do not consider group F (discussed below), we observe a mean ratio of UI change per design idea² using Ébauche of 0.98, while using paper the mean ratio is equal to 0.39, with standard deviation of respectively 0.66 and 0.34. These results suggests that Ébauche led to design ideas that were more animated than those with paper. Most of these state changes were in response to some form of interaction, but two groups also leveraged the collaborative drawing features of Ébauche to design and enact with interfaces that were changing through context awareness, i.e., without input from the user.

Group F acted differently from the others: right after the training tasks, using paper on their first design activity they filmed a scenario with more than seven state changes. They were the only group that came to us with a question during the task, it was: “Can we use Ébauche instead of paper?” They explained it by their need to draw progressively, and to duplicate content. While this is an extreme case, participants found sketches easier to modify with Ébauche than with paper, and also deploying/setting up a sketch with Ébauche rather than paper (see fig. 11).

Figure 11: Ease of modification and deployment with both tools. Answers on a Likert scale from 1 (Difficult) to 5 (Easy).

Using contextual resources in the enactments
Among the 42 environmental features used in the enactments, nine of them were objects found in the place. Their use enabled designers to ground the enactment of scenarios in the activity context. Books were a popular asset and represent 50% of those. They were used to enact activities typical to the library: group C enacted a scenario where a user searches a document, group D proposed printing an augmented ticket when borrowing books, group F imagined a device scanning books, etc. Other elements, like chairs in the smart-room were leveraged by group E to serve their evolving workplace idea.

Sketches
Paper led to more design ideas
Participants explored more design ideas with paper than with Ébauche (33 vs. 22, mean=4.1 vs. 2.75, sd=1.8 vs. 1.5), which led them to envision more scenarios in the allocated time with paper: overall 15 scenarios using paper and ten using Ébauche. Participants also considered that paper supported creativity

³computed using the third degree Taylor expansion of the \((\text{ui}_\text{change})/\text{(design_idea)})\) variable
We also did not record participants erasing anything on paper, we looked at iterations, i.e., modifying a sketch or redoing part of it. Participants using paper did not iterate on their design ideas at all once a sketch was done, it was used as is. We also did not record participants erasing anything on paper, or replicating part of a sketch to explore an alternative. With Ébauche, five groups out of eight did significantly modify their sketches before using them in their video enactments and all of them used the erasing capabilities. While most sketches only needed to be modified once, one sketch from group A benefited from four iterations (see fig. 12) and one sketch from group E went through three iterations before being used.

Ébauche also enabled two groups to work synchronously on the same sketch. In the library, Group A used a shared display to try four different versions of design idea, although they did not use it in the video enactment. Group C used the collaborative drawing feature of Ébauche to work on drawings in the smart-room situation.

The real-time distribution of sketches proved to be useful for collaborating while looking at a target display. Rather than focusing on one’s tablet, participants could look at the large display and make quick changes on their tablet. For updating target displays on the fly, the real-time nature of Ébauche enabled participants to quickly simulate a change during the enactment phase without preparing all the sketches beforehand.

**Paper, Ébauche and design ideas**

Screens already set-up framed the design ideas of participants. As one participant from group A told us, “the presence of the screens made me want to try to integrate all of them in a single scenario”, and one from group E: “we had a tablet, so we thought we should create something digital”. All but one of the 22 design ideas created using Ébauche were screen-based and mostly leverage the screens already set-up. This lack of usage of the tablets is different from what we observed during the pilots and the workshops we conducted before with paper. In total, Ébauche led to the creation of 55 sketches against 40 with paper. Of these sketches, participants used 25 of them in the enactments with Ébauche, and 33 with paper.

We looked at iterations, i.e., modifying a sketch or redoing part of it. Participants using paper did not iterate on their design ideas at all once a sketch was done, it was used as is. We also did not record participants erasing anything on paper, or replicating part of a sketch to explore an alternative. With Ébauche, five groups out of eight did significantly modify their sketches before using them in their video enactments and all of them used the erasing capabilities. While most sketches only needed to be modified once, one sketch from group A benefited from four iterations (see fig. 12) and one sketch from group E went through three iterations before being used.

Ébauche also enabled two groups to work synchronously on the same sketch. In the library, Group A used a shared display to try four different versions of design idea, although they did not use it in the video enactment. Group C used the collaborative drawing feature of Ébauche to work on drawings in the smart-room situation.

The real-time distribution of sketches proved to be useful for collaborating while looking at a target display. Rather than focusing on one’s tablet, participants could look at the large display and make quick changes on their tablet. For updating target displays on the fly, the real-time nature of Ébauche enabled participants to quickly simulate a change during the enactment phase without preparing all the sketches beforehand.

**Paper, Ébauche and design ideas**

Screens already set-up framed the design ideas of participants. As one participant from group A told us, “the presence of the screens made me want to try to integrate all of them in a single scenario”, and one from group E: “we had a tablet, so we thought we should create something digital”. All but one of the 22 design ideas created using Ébauche were screen-based and mostly leverage the screens already set-up. This lack of usage of the tablets is different from what we observed during the pilots and the workshops we conducted before with more participants. Here, when they did use a tablet to display a sketch, they preferred to use the sketching one, which is something we already observed in the workshop. This means that the sketching UI was still visible and that simulating interaction was not available, but the speed and convenience of using the device was considered more important.

On the other hand paper offered more freedom regarding the nature of the sketches and in their positioning. With paper, nine design ideas out of the 33 represented media or devices not screen-based, e.g., posters, bookmarks, or even drones.

Ébauche sketches are refined over iterations

Except group E, all the groups created more sketches with Ébauche than with paper. In total, Ébauche led to the creation of 55 sketches against 40 with paper. Of these sketches, participants used 25 of them in the enactments with Ébauche, and 33 with paper.

The real-time distribution of sketches proved to be useful for enacting collaborative drawing feature of Ébauche to work on diagrams in the smart-room situation.

**Paper, Ébauche and design ideas**

Screens already set-up framed the design ideas of participants. As one participant from group A told us, “the presence of the screens made me want to try to integrate all of them in a single scenario”, and one from group E: “we had a tablet, so we thought we should create something digital”. All but one of the 22 design ideas created using Ébauche were screen-based and mostly leverage the screens already set-up. This lack of usage of the tablets is different from what we observed during the pilots and the workshops we conducted before with more participants. Here, when they did use a tablet to display a sketch, they preferred to use the sketching one, which is something we already observed in the workshop. This means that the sketching UI was still visible and that simulating interaction was not available, but the speed and convenience of using the device was considered more important.

On the other hand paper offered more freedom regarding the nature of the sketches and in their positioning. With paper, nine design ideas out of the 33 represented media or devices not screen-based, e.g., posters, bookmarks, or even drones.

4We considered a significant modification the erasing of at least one third of a sketch followed by the addition of new elements.

The malleable nature of paper also allowed participants to cut it or fold it to fit their needs. As participants from group A and B put it during the interview “Without paper, we were more limited in our range of possibility”. In the final survey, participants also tended to consider paper as better supporting creativity (see fig. 13).

**Familiarity with paper as a sketching medium**

Although participants expressed interest in the possibilities offered by Ébauche. During the interviews, they insisted on their familiarity with paper and how they felt more comfortable using it over Ébauche. All the participants already had extensive experience with sketching on paper, and the training with Ébauche lasted less than 5 minutes, which seemed enough. As participants from group E and G put it “Collaborating with tablets was not easy right away” and “We were more comfortable with paper sketching rather than with tablet [...] which are not the one we are used to.” Another reason would be that they felt more in control with paper as stated by group E and H “Quickly materializing ideas, and mixing them, it is simpler on paper” and “We have more control over paper.”

Despite the comparative disadvantage Ébauche could have, we did not get negative impressions about the tool and participants were rather pleased about its possibilities, one participant from group C was particularly enthusiastic “We are used to paper, but the tablet tool is quite extraordinary I think, it has a lot of potential.”

**DISCUSSION**

We reflect on the workshops and study, and their implications for situated design activities, ranging from body/embodied storming, to situated sketching, and enactments.

**Situated design**

Sketching and enacting scenarios in-situ was a source of inspiration for participants, they explored the place and took note of interesting design opportunities such as spatial features,
We observed that participants explored fewer design ideas with Ébauche, and that participants were mostly sticking to displays already installed in their environment. However, they created more sketches with Ébauche than with paper. From our observations and the logs analysis, it appears that participants iterated on design ideas not only by modifying the corresponding sketch, but also by creating other sketches for the same idea. While there was only one sketch with no iteration per design idea using paper, Ébauche encouraged the creation of multiple sketches and iterations for a same design idea.

In our study, paper encouraged broader exploration of design ideas, and led to more use of environmental features. However, the ease to create and modify sketches offered by Ébauche enabled the participants to explore screen-centric design ideas more in-depth and refine them quickly.

In practice both media seem complementary. Similarly to more classical interface design, paper appears to be a good medium in the early exploration, and digital tools such as Ébauche more suited for more focused iterations where interactivity and context awareness are explored.

**CONCLUSION**

Designing ubicomp environments is still challenging, especially to ensure relevance to contexts of use, in situations involving open ended activities. Suchman talks about detachedness in design as problematic, referring to the dissociation between where design concepts are envisioned, and where they will be deployed [31].

In this paper we developed a probe and used it to better understand how digital design tools could influence situated design activities, especially early in the design process, when open explorations and rapid iterations are important. As bodystorming advocates already shown, being situated also has an experiential value for designers, it helps sensitize them to a multitude of local issues and might reveal unexpected insights or design opportunities [27]. We also pointed out the challenges faced by *in-situ* design activities and identify alternatives to “being there” in situated design.

We proposed Ébauche, a situated sketching tool for pervasive displays that supports bodystorming: envisioning how a service could be used by enacting its use in place. Its design was refined through multiple iterations and deployments in design workshops. We conducted six design workshops over the course of a year to refine Ébauche design, and envision novel digital services for libraries, with various stakeholders.

We presented a study comparing how paper and Ébauche influence design processes and outcomes in two different situations. Being situated led participants to leverage their environment, but they incorporated contextual elements in their designs differently with paper and Ébauche. Paper led to a broader exploration of ideas, that it fostered more non screen-centric ideas, and more non-standard display form factors, but also deeper and more varied physical integration in the environment. Ébauche led to more refined sketches, supporting designers in iterating on their design ideas, thanks to its ability to easily create, duplicate and modify sketches. Enactments made using Ébauche pictured richer interactions between users and devices, thanks to its support for simulating basic interactivity.
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